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ebXML Simplified: A Guide to the New Standard for Global E CommerceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Discover how to implement ebXML solutions with this concise introduction to the essentials
ebXML is the new standard for business-to-business (B2B) data exchange and the cornerstone of the next generation of B2B applications. This emerging e-commerce standard leverages the flexibility of XML to build an e-commerce infrastructure. Written...
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Create Your Own Hedge Fund: Increase Profits and Reduce Risks with ETFs and Options (Wiley Trading)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
"Options writing made simple for the layman."
    —James Altucher, author of Trade Like a Hedge Fund    

"One of the clearest explanations of how to use options as they were originally intended: as a component of an overall strategy in conjunction with other positions."
    —Robert V. Green,...
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Trading For Dummies (Business & Personal Finance)For Dummies, 2009
Now updated — your guide to trading success regardless of the market!

Want to make smarter trading decisions? This strategy-packed, no-nonsense guide presents a proven system for analyzing stocks, trends, and indicators and setting a buy-and-sell range beforehand to decrease your risk in both up and down markets. You'll discover...
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Mastering the Currency Market: Forex Strategies for High and Low Volatility MarketsMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Make Volatility and Risk Work for    You with Forex Trading!

“This book should be in every trader/investor’s library.     As we come out of this    depressed market . . . this book can be your companion, helping you avoid    mistakes and enhance your trading/investment program.”

—Bill M. Williams,...
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Trade the Trader: Know Your Competition and Find Your Edge for Profitable TradingFT Press, 2010

	When you trade, you're not just trading companies that deliver goods or services. You're trading against other traders who care about only one thing: taking your money. That's the #1 hard reality of trading - and most traders either don't know it, or don't act as if they do. In this book,...
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Advanced Options Trading: Approaches, Tools, and Techniques for Professionals TradersMcGraw-Hill, 2009
As an active trader in today’s market,    you are faced with unprecedented challenges. Dramatic    price swings in equity, debt, and currency have    made it tougher than ever to manage and trade risk.    But with great risk, of course, comes great opportunity—    and Advanced Options Trading delivers a    detailed system for...
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Enterprise Integration Patterns : Designing, Building, and Deploying Messaging SolutionsAddison Wesley, 2003
	
    Would you like to use a consistent visual notation for drawing  integration solutions? Look inside the front cover. 

    
	
    Do you want to harness the power of asynchronous systems  without getting caught in the pitfalls? See "Thinking Asynchronously" in the...
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Don't Blame the Shorts: Why Short Sellers Are Always Blamed for Market Crashes and How History Is Repeating ItselfMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	"Sloan's easy and informative writing makes for a thoroughly worthwhile update."--BARRON’S


	"A useful corrective to the view of short selling as 'unpatriotic' or uniquely anti-social."--John Plender, Financial Times, November 16, 2009


	"I liked this...
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Approximation Algorithms for NP-Hard ProblemsCourse Technology PTR, 1996

	Approximation algorithms have developed in response to the impossibility of solving
	a great variety of important optimization problems. Too frequently, when attempting to
	get a solution for a problem, one is confronted with the fact that the problem is NP-haid.
	This, in the words of Garey and Johnson, means "I can't find an...
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Making a Living from Your eBay Business (2nd Edition)Que, 2006
The power of online auctions is attracting hundreds of thousands--if not millions--of users who want to turn their eBay hobbies into profitable businesses. While turning an eBay hobby into an eBay business might look easy, making that business profitable is much more difficult. Not enough sellers treat their eBay sales as a business, and...
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Business Intelligence in the Digital Economy: Opportunities, Limitations and RisksIGI Global, 2004
Business Intelligence in the Digital Economy: Opportunities, Limitations and Risks describes what Business Intelligence (BI) is, how it is being conducted and managed and its major opportunities, limitations, issues and risks. This book takes an in-depth look at the scope of global technological change and BI. During this transition to BI,...
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Trading to Win: The Psychology of Mastering the Markets (Wiley Trading)John Wiley & Sons, 1998
A breakthrough programfor achieving new heights of trading success
The product of a five-year collaboration between Dr. Ari Kiev, a leading psychiatrist renowned for his success with Olympic athletes, and top equities trader Steve Cohen, Trading to Win gives you the essential tools to overcome outmoded, self-limiting beliefs and mindsets that...
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